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The educational cooperation between Greece and Italy in the framework 

of the European partnership Comenius Regio ''ARCA.DIA.logue: Our 

path to awareness of our cultural, regional and historical heritage'' was 

successfully continued.

The partnership is coordinated by the 1st Directorate for Secondary 

Education of Athens (DI.D.E A’ Athens) and the Regional Office for 

Education of Puglia (Ufficio Scolastico Regionale per la Puglia, Southern 

Italy).There was a four day bilateral meeting in Greece.

The Director of the Regional Office for Education of Puglia (Direttore 

Generale degli UU.SS.RR.Basilicata e Puglia) Dr.Franco Inglese and the 

Substitute Director of the Regional Office for Education of Puglia 

(Dirigente Vicario Ufficio VI. Politiche per gli studenti USR Puglia) 

Dr.essa Anna Cammaleri visited Athens this time.

The partnership's works started on Monday, February 9th 2015, in 

Athens with an unofficial meeting and a joint working lunch between the 

Greek and the Italian partners during which the Comenius Regio 

"ARCA.DIA.logue" members met and cooperated with the Comenius 

Partnership "The Amazing Game of European Trails" members.

The second partnership is composed of schools belonging to eight (8) 

countries (Spain, Romania, Poland, Turkey, United Kingdom, Italy, 

Greece and Belgium). At this point, it should be noticed that during the 

same day's morning, the 11th Junior High School of Kamatero gave a 

warm welcome and opened the works of the 6th International Meeting of 

the multilateral cooperation Dr.D.Makri, the school adviser and 

coordinator of the partnership "ARCA.DIA.logue" was present and 

participated in the these works.



Because of the common elements shared by the two partnerships, it was 

decided on Monday evening, that the conclusions at the end of the two 

partnerships' works would be shared as well.

On Tuesday February 10th 2015, the schedule was modified because of 

the extraordinary weather conditions in the Attica region. As it was 

impossible to hold the scheduled events in the Lavrion area, the daily 

schedule started with a morning working meeting at the Italian School's 

building where the partners discussed on the partnership's products to 

be delivered. There was also a warm conversation with the Italian 

School's Director professore Emilio Luzi.

The morning session was closed by a concert with Mozart's 

compositions played by the piano soloist Mrs.Samantha Simone. 

In the afternoon, the delegation visited the Acropolis Museum and stayed 

for long there.

 On Wednesday February 11th 2015 morning, the daily meeting  started 

with the subject "Cultural heritage, socio-economic  transformations and 

their influence on the school life".

The meeting was finished at noon. This daily meeting was held in 

cooperation with the Athens Municipality's Cultural, Sports and Young 

People's Organization.

The President of the A.M.C.S.Y.P.O Mr.Tendomas opened the works of 

the meeting and the introducers, during the  theoretical interventions, 

were Dr.Franco Inglese, the  professor of the Aegean University (Section 

of Geography) Mrs.Theano Terkenli and the school adviser 

Mr.Leonidas Katsiras.

In the second part's works entitled "Actions made during school life" 

participated  the schools which have already  signed the ODYSSEUS 

protocol, the following in particular: the 1st Pilot (experimental) Junior 

High School of Athens  whose introducers were Mrs.M.Loutzi and 

Mrs.G.Trambidou, the 14th Junior High School of Athens whose 

introducers were Mr.P.Daphniotis and Mrs.C.Kolovou, the 68th Junior 



 High School of Athens whose introducers were Mrs.Elp.Katsari and 

Mr.G.Polymeropoulos, the 11th Junior High School of Ilion whose 

introducers were Mrs.M.Avramidou, Mr.K.Lattas and Mrs.V.Manola and 

the 2nd Junior High School of Nea Filadelfia whose introducers were 

Mrs.X. Vafiadaki, Mrs C.Sarcou and Mrs.I.Malliarou. Mrs.Fotini Kaimaki, 

the researcher into the civilization of Southern Italy closed the daily 

meeting by making brief comments on its works. Mr.Leonidas Mantzos, 

the Director of the 1st Directorate for Secondary Education of Athens 

(DI.D.E A'Athens)  presided the meeting's works while 

Mrs.D.Makri,the  school adviser and coordinator of the 

partnership  coordinated the same works. On the same day's afternoon, 

the daily meeting was continued at the 2nd Junior High School of 

Nea Filadelfia. The afternoon schedule began by having a look at an 

exhibition set up by the 11th Junior High School of  Ilion and hosted at 

the Nea Filadelfia school building  and a public conversation  with the 

artist  Mr.Andreas Triandafyllopoulos (a member of the Arcadian 

Association "THE PROSELINI") who collaborates with the two schools' 

students.

 The Schedule was continued with a lecture given by the  folklore 

researcher Mr.G.kouzas and a brief intervention  by Mrs.Anna 

Cammaleri.  The evening meeting was closed with a theatrical  synthesis 

performed by the stage group of the 2nd Junior  High School of Nea 

Filadelfia.

 On Thursday morning, there was a brief working meeting aiming at 

completing the discussions while at noon the  Italian members of the 

partnership left Greece heading back to Italy.

The Director of the 1st Directorate for Secondary Education A'Athens 

(DI.D.E. A'Athens).

               Mantzos Leonidas PhD, MSc, MEd.


